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Abstract

Regional collaboration and the division of economic zones have been widely discussed for

sustainable development. This paper aims at building a framework for analyzing the provin-

cial division of economic zone (DEZ) via considering spatial interaction among regions

based on the improved gravity model and clustering approaches. The proposed framework

of province DEZ is applied in the case study of Hunan Province, China. The results reveal

that Chenzhou city in the south of Hunan Province is always excluded from the DEZ due to

its larger external gravity from other cities in neighboring provinces. It also shows that the

city components of economic zones (EZs) have experienced a fluctuation at a higher degree

from 2002 to 2006 to 2009 while it reached to a stable phase in 2013. Furthermore, cross-

provincial regional integration and the highway construction have a significant impact on the

change of city components of EZ. The findings are of great potential in regional planning

that should be incorporated to the toolkit of regional policy and sustainable development for

local governments.

Introduction

The division of economic zones (DEZ) is a strategy to divide the territory into several distinct

sections, namely, economic zones (EZ), according to the law of social labor division. EZs are

usually distinctive with each other in resource endowment, economic development level, and

development goal, whereas the regions within a specific EZ share similar characteristics of eco-

nomic development and have strong connections in economy, culture, and society [1]. Based

on the theories of economic geography, DEZ is an important basis for rational distribution of

productive forces and regional economic cooperation [2].

Over the past several decades, China has generated tremendous economic development

with an annual growth rate at 9.9%, becoming the world’s second largest economy in 2010 [3].

However, regional disparity of economic development in China, which is widely believed to be

derived from preferential policy, marketization, and globalization [4, 5], has been constantly

observed during the process. Additionally, local governments usually prefer to pursue greater
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economic achievement and compete against each other because the officials’ promotion was

obviously GDP performance-oriented [6–8]. Thus, regional cooperation was rarely observed.

As a response to the issue of regional inequality and the lack of regional cooperation, DEZ is

one of the feasible approaches to promoting the regional development through identifying the

difference among regions and enhancing the economic development with differential policies,

followed by proposing the overall development goals of regional collaborations [9]. For exam-

ple, the central government proposed the four large-scale economic zones in 2000s, which

divided the whole country into four distinct economic parts, namely, the Northeast, the North-

ern, the Eastern, and the Central China [10]. The above-mentioned DEZ at national scale has

been always viewed as the fundamental basis of national development strategies, such as Elev-
enth Five-Year Plan and subsequent five-year plans [11]. In recent years, a variety of regional

division schemes have been proposed for enhancing the economic development from large

scale at national level to a minor scale at provincial [12–14], particularly for guiding economic

collaboration among different cities [15].

However, both national and provincial schemes of DEZ intends to conduct DEZ via a series

of economic thresholds, following by dividing regions into different categories. Therefore,

these DEZ schemes usually overemphasized the economic links among regions but lacking of

social, cultural, transport, and other types of links [16]. Additionally, the process of provincial

DEZ typically focuses on the connections among cities within the administrative boundary of

a province, whereas ignoring the external connections from neighboring cities in other prov-

inces [17]. Under the background of regional integration, the barrier from administrative

boundary become weak and the regional development tend to encourage the cooperation

cross provinces [18, 19], particularly for those cities sharing the distinctive province

boundaries.

To address these concerns, this paper aims at building an improved framework for analyz-

ing provincial DEZ. The framework firstly establishes an index system composing of economic

and cultural characteristics, followed by improving the gravity model by using the index sys-

tem to amend the parameters of gravity mass (G) and the gravitational constant (K) as well as

applying multiple transport modes to measure the parameter of distance (D). The improved

gravity model is then applied in the case study of Hunan Province, using the data from 2002,

2006, 2009, and 2013. The external gravity attractions from other adjacent cities of provinces

have been also measured to identify the appropriate components of cities that should be con-

sidered into the process of DEZ in Hunan Province.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section reviews the relevant literature on

DEZ in China and other countries, followed by the review on application of gravity model. In

the third part, the research design and the amended framework of provincial DEZ is illus-

trated. Then, the fourth section introduced study area, data and methodology applied. Find-

ings and discussions are presented in the next part, followed by conclusions in the final part.

Literature review

Division of economic zone

The economic regional differentiation theory is derived from the classical location theory.

According to this theory, DEZ can contribute to revealing the development conditions and the

characteristics of economic operation, to objectively analyzing the problems of regional econ-

omy, and to adapting the future direction of regional economic development [20]. Addition-

ally, DEZ also helps the government to make overall planning, formulate macro-control

policies and promote regional economic growth and regional coordinated development [21,

22]. Practices of DEZ are worldwide, and hence are reviewed and summarized as follow.
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DEZ has always been an important research subject in China in past sixty years and is gen-

erally conducted in two hierarchies, namely, national DEZ and provincial DEZ [23]. Under

the planned economy or socialist market economy, EZ and DEZ bear rich practical experience

in Chinese context. In 1950s, China has undergone a weak economy and the resource alloca-

tion had to prioritize the regions from coastal to inland. In order to make full utilization of

regional advantages among different regions, the central government firstly proposed a nation-

wide division of six large-scale economic zones (i.e., the Northeast, the Northern, the Eastern,

the Central, the Northwest and Southwest China) [24]. Simultaneously, multiple channels for

regional collaboration have been established. The scheme of six large-scale zones was the first

implementation of DEZ at national level, and was then changed into four-large economic

zones, namely, the Northeast, the Northern, the Eastern, and the Central China [10, 11]. Par-

ticularly, several national strategies targeted for these four economic zones, such as the Coastal
development First, the Rise of Central China, the China Western Development, and the Revitali-
zation of Northeast China, have been successively proposed to enhance the regional develop-

ment within each EZ since the reform and opening up in the 1980s [25–27]. Provinces also

tailored its own DEZ depending on the local social-economic condition, geographic resources,

and other local characteristics [12–14, 28]. In general, these studies focus on the specific

scheme of DEZ and try to establish universal criterion of DEZ [16, 29]. Furthermore, recent

studies started to reveal the conflict between EZ and administrative region and to explore the

relationship between DEZ and current regional planning [30–32]. For example, the Major
Function Oriented Zoning, one of the recent implemented national DEZ scheme around 2010s

in China, classifies the whole country into four categories according to the resources and envi-

ronmental carrying capacity and development potential [33]. These zones include priority

development zone, key development zone, restricted development zone, and prohibited devel-

opment zone. The boundary of these zones is no longer consistent with that of province

boundary. Additionally, scholars tend to pay more attention to the regional spatial structure of

provincial space, on which the provincial DEZ always relies. In practice, local governments

often take the regional spatial structure as an important reference for DEZ, and then formulate

regional economic strategy in different EZs to promote the whole development of the provin-

cial economy [12, 28]. For example, Duan et al. applied gravity model to quantify the spatial

interaction among cities in Jiangsu Province, China, and used 0–1 programming model to

divide cities into several distinct economic zones [12]. Li et al. measured the spatial network

among cities in Hunan Province, China, by using traffic flow information, and formulated the

optimized spatial structure, which contributes to the DEZ of Hunan Province [28].

Scholars in other countries also have implemented different DEZ strategies to promote the

regional economic development. Kolovos Chomsky, an economic geographer in the former

Soviet Union, defined the “Territorial Productive Complex (TPC)” as a similar concept of eco-

nomic zone, and the government created a regionalization scheme that included eighteen basic

zones in 1961 [34]. To achieve the economic agglomeration effect, some countries in Europe

and America also tried to divide regions into several categories on a national scale based on eco-

nomic development level [35, 36]. The United States, in the 1950s, started an economic develop-

ment system with four levels based on geographic hierarchy, namely Economic Province,

Economic Region, Economic Sub-regions, and State Economic Region [37]. Similarly, the study

in Britain recommended that the urban areas should be divided into four categories [38]. The

French government has established an economic region system composed of 9 provincial

administrative areas, which includes nine cities or urban groups [39, 40]. At provincial level,

New York created 10 Regional Councils to develop long-term strategic plans for economic

growth [41]. In Alberta, Canada, the local government established Regional Economic Develop-

ment Alliances (REDAs) to cooperate with different regions in this province [42].
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Gravity model

The gravity model is a hypothesis, which is based on classical Newton’s universal gravitation

formula, for interpreting and forecasting the interactions among economic, social, and politi-

cal fields from a geographical perspective [43, 44]. Tinbergen [45] established a classic form of

the gravity model by making an analogy with Newton’s law of gravitation [46]. A milestone

was achieved by Anderson in 1979 in the research on a theoretical foundation of gravity

modeling [45]. He then described the theoretical development of gravity modeling from tradi-

tional to structural gravity models. Their work published in 2003 and contributed to this

research community by proposing a term of multilateral resistance in the gravity equation

[47]. At the same time, the law of universal gravitation was introduced into sociological

research. The sociologists built a subject of "social physics" and used the “gravity model” to

identify the social connections among different regions [48]. In these studies, the population

size that was usually viewed as “mass” and the distance among the regions were usually used in

the gravity model [47, 49–51]. Additionally, some variables such as price, the per capita income

and exchange rate were also collectively treated as the virtual “mass” to make it better reflect

the actual situation of interaction [12–14, 52, 53].

The gravity model also provides a feasible approach for the analysis of spatial interactions

and the trade flows. The structural gravity equation is one step towards a more comprehensive,

holistic, and context-sensitive analysis of spatial interaction [54]. It also enriches a broad field

in international economics, including the migration modeling [55], foreign direct investment

[56], and trade flows [57]. The model has been widely used in other fields, such as commodity,

mass communication, international tourism flows or traffic flows, residence-workplace trips,

and market area boundaries [58–61].

As one of the major spatial interaction models, gravity model has been gradually applied in

calculating the spatial interaction between cities, such as the analysis of urban spatial structure,

economic ties between cities, and city‘s influence sphere [62]. According to the understanding

of spatial interaction, some scholars maintain that different cities will interact with each other

and then form an integrated region on a certain spatial scale [63, 64]. Actually, this integrated

region is just about the nature of EZ because both of them have the same objective towards

regional collaboration. Thus, a provincial DEZ can be fundamentally derived from the analysis

of spatial interaction (or gravity model) among the cities within the province. In this case, it

endows DEZ with the geospatial property, instead of purely considering the economic property.

Analytic framework

Taking Hunan Province as a case study, this paper builds an analytic framework for provincial

DEZ (Fig 1). Before applying such a framework to conduct provincial DEZ, this study first

modifies the gravity model by proposing the concept of “attractive inertial exponent” to

replace the gravitational constant (G) and building up an index system to calculate urban qual-

ity and “attractive inertial exponent”. Based on this modified gravity model, the internal and

external force, and gravity between different cities are calculated.

This analytical framework for provincial DEZ has the following four steps:

(1) Determine the non-border city and the border city in Hunan Province. The cities in

Hunan Province are divided into two categories: non-border city and border city. The non-

border city represents the city that shares no boundary with other provinces, while the border

city does. The non-border cities are affected by the internal force from the adjacent cities

inside of the Hunan Province. The border cities are not only affected by the internal force but

also affected by the external force, which results from the adjacent cities in the neighboring

provinces.
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(2) Calculate internal force and external force of each border city respectively. The modified

gravity model is used to calculate each border city‘s internal force (FINT) which comes from

other cities in Hunan Province, and to calculate the external force (FEXT) which comes from

other cities in the neighboring provinces. The direction of these two forces should be opposed.

Thus, it is assumed that the direction of the internal force is positive and that of the external is

negative. In fact, the magnitude of the internal force or external force is numeric equivalent to

the urban gravity between the border city and its adjacent cities. By calculating the sum of the

internal and external gravity forces that a border city faces, we can identify it as the border city

that should participate the DEZ process if the sum is positive.

(3) Calculating urban gravity among different cities in Hunan Province. For the cities par-

ticipating in the process of DEZ, the modified gravity model is continually used to calculate

the gravity among them. Finally, a matrix of urban gravity is obtained. The matrix can reveal

the urban gravity between any two cities in Hunan Province.

(4) Cluster analysis for DEZ based on the matrix of urban gravity. The cluster analysis for

DEZ is carried out based on the matrix of urban gravity. Each cluster represents a certain EZ

respectively. Then, the spatial distribution of these EZs is presented.

Fig 1. Flow chart of the analytical framework.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.g001
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In order to make a clear comparison between the proposed analytical framework of provin-

cial DEZ and the traditional method of DEZ,

This study also used GDP economic data purely, which was traditionally adopted, to achieve

the provincial DEZ. Such result of DEZ scheme was set as control group to compare with the pro-

vincial DEZ, a new DZE scheme that is clustered from the matrix of urban gravity in this study.

Study area, data, and methodology

Study area. As the national strategy of “The Rise of Central China” spread over the years,

Hunan Province has witnessed new development opportunities. The average GDP growth

from 2009 to 2019 was 9.83%. In 2020, the GDP of Hunan Province reached to 417.81 billion

RMB, ranking the 9th in China, whereas the GDP per capital was 60,391 RMB, ranking 14th in

China. Hunan Province also has a large population of 69.18 million, which was unevenly dis-

tributed in 14 cities in total (Fig 2).

Over the past few decades, the northern region of Hunan Province gradually became the

main crop production base because of the excellent natural conditions of the Dongting Lake

Plain. The central and southern regions have established a relatively complete industrial port-

folio with rich mineral resources and original heavy industry base. The economic development

of the western region has been relatively slower than other regions due to its limitations of the

natural and geographical resources. In the last ten years, the “Chang-Zhu-Tan Area” has expe-

rienced rapid economic development as the result of national policies. In a summary, regional

economic imbalance exists in Hunan Province, namely, under-developed in west and prosper-

ity in the east, industry-oriented in the south and agriculture-oriented in the north.

Data. National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) of the People‘s Republic of China is the basic

data source in this study. All of the economic, social and cultural data at four time points (i.e.,

2002, 2006, 2009, and 2013) were collected from the China City Statistical yearbook in 2003,

2007, 2010, and 2014 yearbook. Here, it should be noted that the yearbook usually records the

data information in the last year, instead of the same year. Also, the National Economic &

Social Development Statistics Bulletin, which is linked to the website of NBS, is another major

data source to supplement the dataset.

Data for calculating transportation distance were obtained through Bus Ticket Query Net-

work and the Railway Information Network. However, one of the concerns about the data is

that the ticket price is dynamic and no system can record this fluctuation. Thus, current price

is used to replace the monetary cost at four time points.

Modified gravity model

As one of the spatial analysis approaches, the gravity model can be used to calculate spatial

interaction. However, it cannot be directly deployed into provincial DEZ. To make the model

better reveal the spatial interaction between cities, the traditional gravity model needs to be

modified. The traditional gravity model and the modified one are shown as the following equa-

tions specifically:

Fij ¼ G
QiQj

rbij
ð1Þ

Fij ¼
1

Ki

QiQj

ð
Pn

m¼1
lij� mcij� mTij� mÞ

ð2Þ
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Comparing with the traditional gravity model, the modified gravity model has the following

three amendments.

Amending gravity parameter G based on the inertia theorem. In this paper, the amend-

ment for G is inspired by the inertia theorem. Additionally, G is replaced by K (“attractive

Fig 2. Distribution of cities in Hunan Province and its adjacent cities. (Reprinted from http://www.ngcc.cn/ngcc/ under a CC BY license, with permission from the

National Geomatics Center of China, original copyright 2012).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.g002
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inertia exponent”), which is a similar concept with G in the gravity model. The magnitude of K
varies according to different stressed cities (the exact definition will be discussed in detail

below). At the same time, it is assumed that the urban gravity between cities is inversely pro-

portional to the stressed city’s “attractive inertia exponent”.

Here, we define the force city as the city that actively pulls other cities with its gravity, and

define the stressed city as the city that is attracted by the force city. In fact, each city can be

viewed as either a stressed city or a force city. To better illustrate the impact of inertia on the

urban gravity between cities, it takes the gravity that city A acts on city B as an example, that is

to say, city A is the force city and city B is the stressed city. First, the magnitude of the gravity

field that city A and B produce is different, because they have different attributes. In other

words, the urban gravity from city A to city B is not the same as that from city B to city A. Sec-

ond, if the stressed city has higher life quality in terms of the social status, standard of living,

infrastructure, and natural environment than the force city does, namely, the stressed city has

a larger “attractive inertia exponent”, the degree of influence from the force city to the stressed

city will be smaller, because inhabitants in the stressed city will not be easily attracted by the

force city. To address the issue, the inertia theorem is applied for the amendment of the gravity

parameter G.

Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) method was used to calculate K. First, an

index system (Table 1) is established, followed by determining the weight of each index. Then,

the weighted sum method is used to calculate the “attractive inertia exponent” (K) value of

each city.

Table 1. Urban gravity index system.

Classification The rule layer index The index layer Unit

Urban quality Population Total population Ten thousand

Economy GDP Ten million RMB

Proportion of non-agricultural industries %

Total retail sales of social consumer goods Ten million RMB

Investment Investment in fixed assets Ten million RMB

Fiscal Local finance general budget revenue Ten million RMB

Finance Deposit balance of financial institutions Ten million RMB

Education College and university student number /

Nature environment Tourism revenue Ten million RMB

Transportation Passenger traffic volume Ten thousand

Cargo volume Ten thousand ton

Scale Built urban area km2

Attract inertia exponent Social conditions Unemployment rate %

Living standard Annual income of urban residents RMB

Infrastructure Urban per-capita green area m2

Urban per-capita road area m2

Telecommunication Mobile phone per-ten thousand people /

Telecommunication pe capita /

Internet household per-ten thousand people /

Medical Hospital bed per- ten thousand people /

Health doctor per-ten thousand people /

Transportation distance Railway Rail travel time min

Railway transport costs RMB

Highway Highway travel time min

Highway transportation costs RMB

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.t001
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The data pre-processing of these indexes is as follow:

(1) Index selection. The index system for “attractive inertia exponent” covers some indexes

that impact urban residents’ life quality. These indexes can be divided into two categories, pos-

itive index, and negative index.

(2) Data standardization. Because the data units in the index system are not the same, the

data must be standardized. Here, we assume A as a set of cities, A = (A1, A2, A3 . . .. . .An); and

assume G as a set of indexes, G = (G1, G2, G3 . . .. . .Gm). Thus, in terms of the city Ai, its index

Gj can be noted as yij (i = 1,2,3. . .. . .,n; j = 1,2,3. . .. . .,m), then Y = (yij)n × m represent a matrix

related with index set and city set, this matrix can also be called “decision matrix”. The stan-

dardization formulas are shown as the following equations:

Positive index standardization:

Yij ¼ ðyij � yj� minÞ=ðyj� max � yj� minÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . . . . n; j ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . . . . . . .m ð3Þ

Negative index standardization:

Yij ¼ ðyj� max � yijÞ=ðyj� max � yj� minÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . . . . n; j ¼ 1; 2; 3 . . . . . .m ð4Þ

Where yj−min refers to the minimum value of the index Gj, yj−max refers to the maximum

value of the index Gj, yij refers to the value of the index Gj of the city Ai, Yij refers to the stan-

dardized result of yij
(3) Weight determination. Mean-Squared Deviation Weight Decision method is used to

determine the weight of each index. The formulas are as follows equations:

The mean of random variable Gj:

E Gj

� �
¼

1

n
Pn

i¼1
Yij ð5Þ

The mean square deviation of random variable Gj:

FðGjÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pn

i¼1
ðyij � EðGjÞÞ

2

q

ð6Þ

The weight of random variable Gj:

WðGjÞ ¼ FðGjÞ=
Pm

j¼1
FðGjÞ ð7Þ

(4) Calculation of K. The value of K can be calculated by the weighted sum method below.

Ki ¼
Pm

j¼1
ðYij �WðGjÞÞ ð8Þ

Where Ki is the i-th city’s “attractive inertia exponent”; W(Gj) is the weighted value of the j-
th factor (index) that impacts the “attractive inertia exponent”; Yij is the standardized result of

yij.
Amending the method of measuring urban quality. In the existing literature, urban

quality is generally represented by a single indicator [65], such as GDP, population size, gross

industrial output value or fiscal revenue. However, a city is a complex entity composed of pop-

ulation, capital, technology, information, etc. Thus, the measurement of urban quality should

take into account all the aspects mentioned above. Therefore, Multiple Attribute Decision

Making (MADM) method is used to calculate urban quality. Table 1 above shows the index

system for measuring urban quality.

The data pre-processing of this part is as same as that of the indexes of the “attractive inertia

exponent” mentioned above. Eq (9) is the computational model of urban quality, which is also

similar to that of “attractive inertia exponent”. Here, we multiply 100 for the formula of
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“attractive inertia exponent” in order to make the calculated results more reasonable and com-

parable to the others.

Qi ¼ 100 �
Pm

j¼1
ðYij �WðGjÞÞ ð9Þ

Where Qi is the i-th city’s urban quality. W(Gj) is the weighted value of the j-th factor

(index) that impacts the “urban quality”; Yij is the standardized result of yij.
Amending the method of measuring distance. This paper tries to combine the cost and

time of inter-city transportation to define the comprehensive distance and replace the tradi-

tional distance by this comprehensive distance. In the Eq (10), this paper considers two main

transportation modes of railway and highway because they are the two of the most common

means connecting cities in Hunan Province and neighboring provinces. Considering the dif-

ference of the frequency of these traffic modes, the weight value of λ of the railway and high-

way is relatively 0.55 and 0.45.

d ¼
Pn

m¼1
lij� mcij� mTij� m ð10Þ

Where d is the comprehensive distance between city i and city j; λij−m is the weight of the

m-th mean of transportation from city i to city j; cij−m is the cost of the m-th mean of transpor-

tation from city i to city j; Tij−m is the time of the m-th mean of transportation from city i to

city j.

Cluster analysis

As one of the popular classification methods, cluster analysis is deployed due to the advantage

of its fast and straightforward characteristics. In this study, traditional provincial DEZ that

relies on economic data purely is set as control group, whereas the proposed provincial DEZ

derived from the new proposed framework in this research is viewed as experimental group.

Both of these groups adopted the same clustering method for provincial DEZ but with differ-

ent data.

Experimental group: Cluster analysis for provincial DEZ based on the matrix of urban

gravity. According to the analytical framework for provincial DEZ, the cluster analysis is

conducted based on the matrix of urban gravity, which is calculated by the modified gravity

model mentioned above.

In order to make the cluster categories distinguishable, this study conducts two iterations of

clustering. The first round of clustering targeted for the whole cities in Hunan Province is con-

ducted firstly to identify the cities that should participate in the process of DEZ. After exclud-

ing the cities with smaller intra-province interaction (i.e., Chenzhou), we conduct the second

clustering with the rest cities.

Control group: Cluster analysis for provincial DEZ based on the GDP economic data.

The cluster analysis for DEZ in the control group is based on GDP economic data, which is

viewed as one of the traditional methods of provincial DEZ. Two rounds of clustering are also

made to make the categories more distinguishable. However, it should be noted that all of the

cities, including Chenzhou, are involved in this cluster analysis because traditional methods

don‘t consider the influence of neighboring provinces.

Findings and discussions

Temporal changes of the city components in Each EZ

According to the external and internal force analysis, it should be noted that Chenzhou, which

belongs to Hunan Province in terms of administrative management, was always excluded
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from the Hunan Province‘s DEZ from 2002 to 2013 year, because its internal force was less

than its external force (Table 2). Thus, from 2002 to 2013 year, there are only 13 cities that par-

ticipate in Hunan Province‘s DEZ, and Chenzhou can be named as Centrifugal City, which

means to be a single and special part that does not involve in Hunan province‘s DEZ but

belongs to Hunan Province administratively.

Based on the matrix of urban gravity (Table 3), we conduct a cluster analysis. It should note

that the diagonal of the matrix in Table 3 refers to the urban gravity that the city acts on itself,

this gravity is much larger than that from any of other cities, so it was set as 10000 according to

its actual meaning. Here, we just present the matrix of urban gravity in 2002 due to the limited

space.

Each cluster corresponds to one EZ respectively. Fig 3 shows the changes of the EZ compo-

nents of cities at four years (Fig 3).

From 2002 to 2006 year, the constitutions of A-EZ (i.e., Chang-Zhu-Tan region) and C-EZ

did not change. However, B-EZ changed greatly because Yueyang city detached itself from

B-EZ and then came into being Independent City, which means to be a single and special part

that does not belong to any EZ in Hunan Province although the city participates in the process

of DEZ. Meanwhile, Loudi city, which belonged to D-EZ in 2002 year, joined in B-EZ. Another

Table 2. The external and internal forces of the border city in Hunan Province.

City 2002 2006 2009 2013

External force Internal force External force Internal force External force Internal force External force Internal force

Huaihua -1.59 9.21 -1.29 10.44 -1.03 6.80 -1.50 5.71

Changsha -12.97 219.25 -12.60 218.95 -12.40 211.26 -19.19 219.45

Jishou -0.60 31.72 -0.61 33.95 -0.40 18.02 -0.53 18.42

Shaoyang -3.64 31.25 -2.34 20.78 -2.31 18.39 -1.95 16.99

Yongzhou -8.09 29.65 -10.46 33.66 -4.48 13.94 -6.34 24.17

Yueyang -5.40 76.68 -4.19 66.32 -3.28 59.55 -3.68 76.63

Zhangjiajie -0.25 60.81 -0.20 70.57 -0.25 35.76 -0.15 23.78

Zhuzhou -19.34 244.95 -22.22 252.96 -0.33 172.53 -0.31 194.66

Changde -6.76 45.84 -6.11 66.75 -2.46 25.99 -2.46 19.39

Chenzhou -14.52 4.73 -16.78 6.16 -11.11 4.53 -10.29 4.02

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.t002

Table 3. The urban gravity matrix of cities in Hunan Province in the 2002 year.

Changsha Yueyang Xiangtan Yiyang Zhuzhou Hengyang Loudi Changde Huaihua Zhangjiajie Jishou Yongzhou Shaoyang

Changsha 10000 290.42 489.02 254.21 855.74 159.39 114.63 134.24 12.18 15.47 6.94 28.08 43.60

Yueyang 140.33 10000 27.23 18.27 75.31 24.15 15.37 22.07 3.79 3.92 2.16 7.24 8.76

Xiangtan 350.58 40.40 10000 26.44 2132.29 81.21 154.39 21.44 4.83 3.19 4.59 10.40 25.19

Yiyang 127.57 18.97 18.51 10000 26.37 19.99 65.81 124.11 2.45 6.11 2.54 5.34 19.90

Zhuzhou 543.23 98.94 1888.09 33.36 10000 115.14 89.84 29.00 5.93 4.09 2.46 15.31 25.91

Hengyang 82.40 25.84 58.56 20.59 93.77 10000 25.49 12.86 4.86 2.55 2.62 30.40 15.20

Loudi 52.13 14.46 97.93 59.63 64.36 22.42 10000 29.61 9.37 1.92 2.76 16.96 77.34

Changde 60.19 20.48 13.41 110.89 20.49 11.16 29.19 10000 6.36 24.75 7.40 7.73 19.03

Huaihua 6.36 4.09 3.52 2.55 4.88 4.90 10.75 7.40 10000 9.45 44.05 3.46 7.88

Zhangjiajie 7.62 4.00 2.20 6.00 3.18 2.43 2.08 27.20 8.92 10000 40.42 1.55 3.58

Jishou 3.11 2.00 2.86 2.27 1.74 2.26 2.72 7.38 37.76 36.68 10000 1.22 3.90

Yongzhou 10.49 5.60 5.42 3.97 9.01 21.98 13.94 6.45 2.47 1.18 1.02 10000 99.37

Shaoyang 21.07 8.76 16.98 19.16 19.72 14.21 82.19 20.51 7.30 3.50 4.21 128.48 10000

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.t003
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Fig 3. Temporal changes of the new proposed DEZ of Hunan Province from 2002 to 2013. (Reprinted from http://www.ngcc.cn/ngcc/ under a CC BY license, with

permission from the National Geomatics Center of China, original copyright 2012).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.g003
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significant change is regarding the constitution of D-EZ. Loudi city separated itself from

D-EZ, while its replacement was Hengyang city, which was an Independent City in 2002. In

general, the components of cities in each EZ is unstable during the period. From 2006 to 2009,

the constitutions of B-EZ, C-EZ, and D-EZ stay the same and just a few changes occurred in

A-EZ. Yueyang city joined in A-EZ, rather than playing as an Independent City. That is,

Yueyang has an increasing interaction with other cities in Hunan Province [66, 67]. Actually,

there is no Independent City in Hunan Province anymore. From 2009 to 2013 year, no

changes were observed. The components of cities in each EZ gradually has transformed into a

stable status. The spatial patterns of EZs in 2009 and 2013 are appropriately consistent with the

research by Xiong et al. [68].

In sum, the components of cities in EZs of Hunan Province begins with a great degree of

fluctuation from 2002 to 2009 year, but followed by a phase of stability after 2009 year

(Table 4). Although Chenzhou belongs to Hunan Province administratively, it was excluded

from the DEZ of Hunan Province because its internal force is less than its external force. Here,

it was concepted as Centrifugal City.

Comparisons between the traditional and new proposed DEZ schemes

Fig 4 shows the evolution of DEZ and spatial distribution of EZ, which is derived from the

cluster analysis based on GDP economic data purely. Fig 3 illustrates the evolution of DEZ and

spatial distribution of EZ, which is derived from the cluster analysis based on the matrix of

urban gravity (Table 3). The comparison between these figures shows that DEZ based on GDP

economic is significantly different from that based on the matrix of urban gravity.

The traditional method of provincial DEZ often tends to use GDP economic data, because

it is easy to access. Additionally, GDP is also one of the major indexes that can represent the

economic development of a region. Based on GDP economic data purely, the traditional

method applies the cluster analysis and regards each cluster as EZ respectively. It is obvious

that EZs in Fig 4, which shows the evolution of DEZ of Hunan Province distribute with a char-

acteristic of geographic discontinuity at each time point. In 2002, Changsha, which was clus-

tered into the first level EZ, divided the second level EZ into two parts. As a result, cities in the

second level EZ are not adjacent to each other (i.e., discontinuous geographically). The same

separation was also observed in the third level EZ. The EZ was composed of four cities in total

and was divided by Hengyang. Geographic discontinuity further causes difficulty in regional

economic collaborations among cities in a discontinuous EZ, because two adjacent cities tend

to have more economic contact with each other than two non-adjacent ones. For example,

Table 4. The components of cities in each EZ from 2002 to 2013 year.

EZ (code and name) Components of cities

2002 2006 2009 2013

A: the Core EZ of “Chang-Zhu-

Tan”

Changsha, Zhuzhou,

Xiangtan

Changsha, Zhuzhou,

Xiangtan

Changsha, Zhuzhou, Yueyang,

Xiangtan

Changsha, Zhuzhou, Yueyang,

Xiangtan

B: the EZ of Northern Hunan Changde, Yueyang,

Yiyang

Changde, Loudi, Yiyang Changde, Loudi, Yiyang Changde, Loudi, Yiyang

C: the EZ of Western Hunan Huaihua, Zhangjiajie,

Jishou

Huaihua, Zhangjiajie,

Jishou

Huaihua, Zhangjiajie, Jishou Huaihua, Zhangjiajie, Jishou

D: the EZ of Central Hunan Yongzhou, Loudi,

Shaoyang

Yongzhou, Hengyang,

Shaoyang

Yongzhou, Hengyang, Shaoyang Yongzhou, Hengyang, Shaoyang

E: the Independent City Hengyang Yueyang —— ——

Centrifugal City (Excluded from

DEZ)

Chenzhou Chenzhou Chenzhou Chenzhou

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.t004
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Fig 4. Temporal changes of traditional DEZ scheme of Hunan Province from 2002 to 2013. (Reprinted from http://www.ngcc.cn/ngcc/ under a CC BY license, with

permission from the National Geomatics Center of China, original copyright 2012).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.g004
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Zhuzhou, which belongs to the second level EZ, would interact easily and frequently with

Changsha, which belongs to the first level EZ, but not with Yueyang, which belongs to the sec-

ond level EZ. Thus, such a traditional scheme of DEZ based on GDP economic data purely

can‘t fully represent the spatial structure of EZ in that it does not consider the geographical

property of EZ and often shows a feature of geographic discontinuity [33].

Comparatively speaking, Fig 3 shows the evolution of the DEZ of Hunan Province based on

the matrix of urban gravity. It has the advantage of geographic continuity regarding the spatial

distribution of EZs. All EZs at each time point are continuous geographically. This characteris-

tic shows that the analytical framework for provincial DEZ based on the matrix of urban grav-

ity is better suited for DEZ theoretically and practically.

Impact of traffic conditions on DEZ

During the change of the components of cities in each EZ (Table 4), the traffic condition has

been playing a very important role. The development of transportation infrastructure has a

great impact on the interaction between the cities, which belong to different EZs. Once the

traffic condition between these cities is improved, they tend to interact with each other more

frequently. Thus, one of these cities will merge into another EZ after escaping from its previous

EZ. As a result, the city components of EZs will change.

In Hunan Province, highway and high-speed rail completely replaced national road, one

type of road with relatively narrow width and low safety in China, and have covered most of

Hunan Province in 2013. The highway and high-speed rail have great advantages over the

national road due to their speed and safety. All kinds of communication of all kinds, including

economic and cultural contacts, passenger and freight transport, become more and more con-

venient and frequent. As a result, this change of mutual links significantly affects the city com-

ponents of EZs in Hunan Province.

According to Fig 3, a highway was constructed between Yongzhou and Hengyang, as well

as between Loudi and Yiyang from 2002 to 2009. In the meanwhile, the city components of

B-EZ and D-EZ also changed greatly. Obviously, this change above is not a coincidence. The

highway has played a significant role because the highway between Yongzhou and Hengyang

strengthens the link between these two cities and it is helpful for Hengyang to join in D-EZ.

Besides, another highway between Loudi and Yiyang helped Loudi detach from D-EZ and

turn to B-EZ in that this highway indeed has enhanced the transport between Loudi and

Yiyang. Based on these pieces of evidences, it is concluded that the highway has been playing

an important role in changing the spatial distribution of EZs in Hunan.

From 2009 to 2013, a high-speed rail was built through the north of Hunan Province to its

south, while Yueyang joined in A-EZ instead of being an Independent City. Based on the same

thought, high-speed rail also involved in the changes of the spatial structure of economic zones

because high-speed rail reduced transport time dramatically between Yueyang and Changsha

[69]. This convenience greatly promoted the interaction between them and helped Yueyang

integrate itself into the A-EZ.

In sum, the construction of transport infrastructure and the change of the city components

in each EZ, highway and high-speed rail indeed have been playing an important role in chang-

ing the geographical distribution of EZ in Hunan Province.

Impact of cross-provincial regional integration on DEZ

Chenzhou is far away from the core area of Hunan Province (Fig 5). The situation is similar to

that of Ganzhou (a boundary city of Jiangxi Province) and Shaoguan (a boundary city of

Guangdong Province). Because of the provincial government‘s less attention to or investment
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in these boundary cities, they tend to fell behind the cities in the core zone [68]. However,

these border cities also try to change their current situation by cooperating with each other.

They establish certain collaboration organizations to strengthen the interaction among them-

selves. For instance, Ganzhou, Chenzhou, and Shaoguan set up the regional organization of

Fig 5. Cross-provincial regional integration and economic contact in RTER. (Reprinted from http://www.ngcc.cn/ngcc/ under a CC BY license, with permission

from the National Geomatics Center of China, original copyright 2012).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0261205.g005
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Red Triangular Economic Region (RTER) together in 2004 based on their advantages of tour-

ism [70]. In 2005, these cities further formulate the Regional Cooperation Framework Agree-
ment, which aimed at propelling regional cooperation in all fields of economic development,

not only in the tourism industry. Besides, in 2014, Chenzhou and Shaoguan proposed to build

up an Open Cooperation Experimental Zone, which means that these two cities will collectively

plan and build infrastructure and uniformly distribute major industries. These plans have

strengthened the connections among these cities and promoted cross-provincial regional inte-

gration. From another perspective, Chenzhou, despite under the administration of Hunan

Province, has fewer ties with cities in Hunan Province.

According to Table 2, Chenzhou is the only city in Hunan Province that did not participate

in the process of DEZ in 2002, 2006, 2009, and 2013. In each of these years, its external force is

much larger than its internal force. For example, the value of its external force (14.52) vs. the

internal force (4.733) in 2002. It demonstrates that Chenzhou has been excluded from the pro-

cess of DEZ in Hunan Province because of its fewer ties with the city in Hunan Province.

Conclusions

During the process of regional development, regions usually endow distinctive advantages as

well as exposing different disadvantages. It requires the local governments to achieve the sus-

tainable development at regional level by utilizing the comparative advantages effectively.

Therefore, DEZ which highlights the regional collaborations based on the distinctive

spatial interactions, is applicable to contribute to the goal of sustainable development. In this

paper, an analytical framework of provincial DEZ, which is based on the improved gravity

model and clustering approaches, is proposed and then applied to a case study of Hunan Prov-

ince, China.

The results are summarized. First, it reveals that Chenzhou city in the south of Hunan Prov-

ince is always excluded from the DEZ due to its larger external gravity from other cities in

neighboring provinces. It demonstrates that border cities could have a strong connection with

the surrounding cities in neighboring provinces. Second, the city components of EZs in

Hunan Province changed greatly from 2002 to 2013, particularly featured with a great degree

of fluctuation from 2002 to 2009, followed by a phase of stability after 2009. Such changes of

city components are majorly contributed to the transportation development, especially the

highway construction throughout the Hunan Province. Third, cross-provincial regional inte-

gration among local municipal governments, which usually share similar social and cultural

background context, has a significant impact on the changes of city components of EZ.

This study may also contribute to the current researches in several aspects. Comparing with

the traditional DEZ method that purely uses GDP economic data to conduct cluster analysis,

the framework in this paper that is based on the matrix of urban gravity can better reveal the

geographic continuity feature of EZ. Such continuity of the cities in EZ is important for the

formation of EZ because neighboring cities may have high possibility of economic, cultural,

and social interactions. Second, our framework of the provincial DEZ also takes the cross-pro-

vincial interaction for border cities into account. By comparing the internal force and external

force that the border city faces, this study demonstrates that it is necessary to consider the spa-

tial interaction between border cities and its neighboring cities in other provinces when form-

ing the provincial DEZ. Furthermore, the proposed framework of provincial DEZ provides a

quantitative method to evaluate the potentials of regional collaboration among cities within a

provincial space. The key idea of regional collaboration of provincial DEZ would greatly help

to find a solution to achieve the sustainable development of a province, thereby contributing

to the regional planning, government management, and regional policy in practice.
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The limitation of this research is that the index system for calculating the urban quality and

the “attractive inertia exponent” may not fully comprehensive because of the difficulty in data

availability of possible indicators. For example, population, transportation, and economic

trade flows among cities are more applicable to present the interactions. However, the data on

the flow information is not available. Furthermore, it is recommended to conduct the provin-

cial DEZ at a smaller scale (i.e., county level), which may present more rich information on

spatial interaction. Third, the internetization and informatization have been demonstrated to

contribute to the regional development recently, and hence, future studies may consider the

effects of these two factors on provincial DEZ.
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